These are the first few volumes from the race-oriented library of the late Dr. Gerrit Daams, a supporter of the National Alliance, which have been deemed suitable for inclusion in the restored and expanded William L. Pierce Library. Both libraries were rescued for future generations by Chairman Williams and are being consolidated and organized by him and volunteer National Alliance staff.
William L. Pierce
Library Progress

Several thousand valuable books from two independent sources have been pledged or already donated to Chairman Williams recently. They are to be merged with Dr. Pierce’s already superb research library that Mr. Williams purchased himself, saving it from the auction block three years ago when he discovered his predecessor, Erich Gliebe, was trying to sell that priceless collection to the highest bidder. A few months later, in August of 2014, Mr. Williams discovered that Gliebe wanted to sell an even larger collection of books from a deceased former Alliance member that at the time had been stored on the West Virginia property for ten years, so he purchased that collection too.

Together, these two large race-centric libraries have been secured in 800 or so carefully packed boxes at the National Alliance’s Tennessee headquarters, waiting to be sorted through and merged into the restored William L. Pierce Memorial Library. Dr. Pierce’s collection already contained libraries he had inherited from George Lincoln Rockwell (National Socialist White People’s Party), James H. Madole (National Renaissance Party), Ben Klassen (Church of the Creator), as well as a few smaller collections and numerous volumes donated over the years to Dr. Pierce by National Alliance members and supporters of its publishing arm, National Vanguard Books.

Dr. Pierce was like a “book magnet,” attracting donations of many valuable volumes, many of them rare, out of print editions, which were entrusted to him because of his integrity — and the likelihood they would be put to good use.

The second large library, estimated to consist of more than 15,000 volumes, belonged to the distinguished patriotic writer and Professor of Philosophy at Kent State University, Dr. Gerrit Daams. Dr. Daams began collecting books with a purpose in 1938, when he was just 20 years old. Dr. Pierce, accompanied by Dr. Revilo Oliver, first met Dr. Daams in 1968, before there was a National Alliance, or even our organization’s predecessor, the National Youth Alliance that Dr. Oliver helped Dr. Pierce launch during 1970-1971.

In 2015, Chairman Williams shelved two sections of Dr. Pierce’s library — Biographies and Jewish Topics — on a dozen of the 68 custom-made wooden bookshelves that came with the second large library that had belonged to Dr. Daams. Those two sections of Dr. Pierce’s books were all Williams had room to shelve at the time, with all of the stored boxes of books and the other bookcases taking up so much available space.

At the end of December, Chairman Williams, along with the assistance of a competent, trusted associate, began opening boxes from Dr. Daams’ large collection and carefully sorting through them, book by book, for suitable volumes to be added to Dr. Pierce’s library — a racially loyal White bibliophile’s dream job. Not surprisingly, more than two thirds of the books so far from the Daams collection have been re-boxed now for inclusion in the Pierce library. There will, no doubt, be numerous duplicate volumes in the two collections once
the final organizing is accomplished.

One problem with these older collections is that they lack newer editions that were published in the 15 years since Dr. Pierce died. That’s not to say we cannot add important, newer works as they are purchased or donated. So many book lovers today do not buy actual books, but purchase ebooks that they read on electronic devices like Kindles. That’s fine, and we will eventually be offering Kindle versions of some of the books we publish, but the Pierce research library will have actual books, as pictured—books that give the devoted lover of a beautifully-bound volume pleasure that he can never get from his hand-held electronic device—and they will be housed in a suitable purpose-built facility designed for our writers and research staff. This will be a major, ongoing National Alliance project that will likely take years to realize—but world class it will be.

Update on Removing Pirated Alliance Works on the Internet

In the January BULLETIN we explained the problem we were working on with the thousands of illegal bootlegged editions of books published and copyrighted by us that were available for sale on the Internet. We have spent hundreds of hours identifying these bootlegged copies of The Turner Diaries, Hunter, Which Way Western Man?, Serpent’s Walk, etc., by their bogus International Standard Book Numbers (ISBNs), an identification system that came into practice in the book publishing industry around 1972. ISBNs are unique numbers, of either 10 or 13 digits, assigned to every book title by its publisher for tracking and ordering purposes. Our books have legitimate ISBNs; the pirates’ editions do not, and so are identifiable, and we can lodge copyright infringement complaints with Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble.com, and several other venues that the book pirates use to sell their ill-gotten products. Amazon and the others have been surprisingly cooperative in taking down literally thousands of our titles that were being sold by resellers,—some unwittingly because they had no idea the books they were buying from POD (Print On Demand) suppliers were infringing on our copyrights. Even the POD suppliers have been cooperative in ceasing their illegal printing of our copyrighted books. It has been a tedious process, but is something we have been able to accomplish so far without having to hire attorneys to make our case for copyright infringement.

The biggest offender, as reported in January, has been Barricade Books which has apparently sold untold thousands of copies of The Turner Diaries over the years. The Jews at Barricade, known for publishing controversial titles that other publishers would not touch, had a limited contract with National Vanguard Books (NVB) to publish an edition of The Turner Diaries in 1996 to take advantage of the SPLC’s and the Jew-controlled media’s blaming of the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing on Dr. Pierce’s then 20-year-old underground novel. Many copies of that Barricade edition were sold in all of the major chain book-selling outlets for the first time as a result of the wider promotion
and exposure.

That arrangement ended in 1997, however, when Barricade didn’t reach its sales quota as per the agreement. All rights reverted back to Dr. Pierce at that time. We do not know how long Barricade has been pirating copies of *The Turner Diaries*. We do know we may very well have a fight on our hands with the Barricade buccaneers that will require the services of a legal expert who will bring to bear the National Alliance’s unquestionable copyright. Chairman Williams, as of 29 March, now has in hand a copy of the original agreement between Dr. Pierce and Barricade that establishes our superior position in the dispute. Protecting our copyrighted intellectual property is a fight worth fighting, and Barricade’s position is indefensible.

---

**Dr. Pierce’s Final Book**

Around 2011 Erich Gliebe arranged a deal with Lulu.com to print and sell as a POD edition of Dr. Pierce’s monumental history of the White race, *Who We Are*, since NVB didn’t have an inventory of that book. It sold well through Lulu for a year or so on their site, then sales soon fell off to zero because Erich didn’t promote it. *Who We Are* is our book and pirated versions of it have finally been removed from the Internet this month. We will now be offering it to the public through the Lulu.com site. Lulu receives 20% of the proceeds from sales and we receive 80% for the cause — a nice arrangement. Every Alliance member should have this affordable 363-page book in his personal library. It can be purchased online here:

http://natall.com/whoweare

Members are encouraged to promote this link far and wide if you are able. This description and review of the book are found there:

Originally published as a series in his newspaper and magazine, this book is the final work of one of the most famous leaders of the White nationalist movement in America. Starting with the evolutionary origin of the White race, this book focuses on the Classical Greek and Roman civilizations, the White nations of the Middle East, the rise of the Germanic powers, the Vikings, Christianity, National Socialist Germany, World War 2, and the racial crisis facing the West today. It contains, characteristically for the author, a highly critical appraisal of Jewish influence in Europe, and ends with a proposal of how the essence of the West can be saved. The book contains the entire text and almost all the illustrations which accompanied the original. It has also been fully indexed.

Reviewer James Laffrey writes:

Have you ever read history from the point
of view of race rather than country? I never had until I found William Pierce’s great work of history titled *Who We Are*. Finally, I allowed myself to read and learn about the “taboo subject” of race. Though it is a long scholarly read, *Who We Are* is the most educational and inspiring history book I have ever read. (I read it twice, the first time skeptically, the second time eagerly.) In this book, Pierce pulled few punches. Some passages include Pierce’s harsh but learned, enlightening opinions. After you read it, you will know why the Jew-controlled media and education system will not teach us the truth about race history. The truth wakes us up to the incomparable accomplishments of our White race.

We will use the proceeds from the sales of this edition to build the Alliance and publish even finer editions of this and other books in the future.

**Correspondence**

Hello, Chairman Will. I apologize for the delayed response on the survey and my membership dues. I was working ten-hour shifts for 21 days in the Alberta oil sands, so I can support my family plus millions of unemployed criminals and illegals. I also apologize for the negativity in my survey, but I’ve given up trying to make a difference in Canada. I have lived here since 1994 and can’t say I’ve met even one real NA prospect. Except for 0.001% or so of them, the people here are totally brainwashed and lost to the cause. Canada is 100% lost ground, so I stopped actively trying to recruit. But I still speak my mind openly every day and everywhere (construction sites, grocery stores, gun shows, and other events). Most people I try to wake up think I’m from outer space. The good thing is that I still keep in close touch with a lot of true White men and women back in Bulgaria who agree with our values. To believe them, it looks like Europe is getting closer to being free from the Jewish-gay yoke. I’m really thinking of relocating the family back to the White man’s land.

Chairman Will, I really appreciate what you, Lana, Kevin, and the handful of good people are doing for the White race. Everyone should see by now that you are the real and true Dr. Pierce’s National Alliance. I believe the NA has a good chance of success in the U.S. with the surprising election of President Donald Trump. I will support you while I still can, with the value of the Canadian dollar being what it is, and wish you the best in getting rid of all of those traitors and rats real soon!

Keep the fight going and best of luck in 2017!

— E.Z., Canada

*Chairman Williams responds*: Thank you, E.Z., for your continuing support and for your not-so-untypical story of frustration, trying to wake our people up to necessary truths. I didn’t find the honest comments in your completed Membership Survey too negative at all. I know you better now, and wish all members and supporters would be as forthcoming in their own surveys as you are when you write on the “Religion, if any” line that you were “Born and raised Christian, turned pagan.” Our Alliance isn’t a pagan organization, but those who consider themselves pagans certainly understand and embrace the Alliance’s Nature-based Cosmotheist world view more readily than do those Dr. Pierce sometimes generously called the “hymn singers.” There is a trend among Whites of relocating to traditionally White nations that are not so welcoming to non-Whites as Canada has been. President Trump’s policies against open borders and the influx of illegal aliens into the U.S. sounds encouraging, but how successful he will be in implementing his policies remains to be seen, considering how his big promise to repeal Obamacare was shot down by the Jew-controlled media, his Democrat opposition, and even opposition from legislators in his own party. It will be an interesting year, watching Trump try to “drain the swamp” in Washington, if that really is his intention, with so many determined to block his efforts.
Whites will, I predict, soon be looking for alternatives to the Republican Party to protect their so-called “majority” interests. The National Alliance will be there for them.

Dear National Alliance: Please send me all information you can about your organization. I am a 42-year-old White male and my opinions on things, especially on the System and the government, have changed over the years. Lately some negative experiences and some rough times have changed my outlook on things and I need to see the National Alliance’s views and approach to our problems. I live less than a two-hour drive from New York City and within a 30-minute drive from the Pennsylvania-New Jersey border. It is disgusting how much garbage from NYC and NJ have been migrating here and destroying the quiet and respectable town I remember. Thanks for your time, —C.M., Pennsylvania

Chairman Williams responds: Our Building a New White World: What is the National Alliance? booklet is in the mail to CM, along with a couple of other Alliance items. We hope he will join with us. More and more good people are finding us on the Internet as word of nationalvanguard.org spreads, but there are many Whites who simply do not use the Internet. C.M. doesn’t tell me how he learned about us, but I suspect it was not on the Internet. My guess is that since NYC is a sanctuary city, drawing in all sorts of non-White invaders, that the garbage that is flocking to his nice Pennsylvania town are mostly former NYC residents and members of that special “New York City race.” Whites will have their own areas soon enough. The Alliance already has one community it calls its own and is working on more.

Dear Chairman Williams: Enclosed is three months’ dues and $20 for the Turner Diaries CD. Keep up both the excellent work and your determination. Thanks, —W.S., Virginia. PS: Better weather is on the way. I hope to get over to our West Virginia campus this Spring.

Chairman Williams responds: You will be welcome, dear sir. Spring has sprung all right! David Pringle and some local supporters have been mainly working with our timber project on The Land this month, and with his fiancée Laura Lee they have been preparing for the garden, expanding the apiary, and lots of other things that David will report about next month.

Commentary by Chairman William White Williams

Embattled — But Unbowed and Unbroken

Our monthly BULLETINs have informed our members of ongoing legal issues for more than two years now. We finally prevailed in the $2 million Virginia civil suit I inherited, brought by the six disgruntled former Alliance members known as NARRG. Then we prevailed in another civil suit brought against the Alliance in West Virginia by crazy Garland Corse’s boy-friend, Michael Oljaca. Another civil suit was brought against our Alliance in Virginia by Corse’s employer, John McLaughlin, just one week before the NARRG lawsuit was dismissed. As reported in the February BULLETIN we filed an $850,000 counterclaim to the McLaughlin lawsuit. McLaughlin’s attorney, hired by the NARRG attorney, withdrew from the bogus case in Febru-
ary and the then-desperate McLaughlin requested an extension of time to answer our counterclaim. We learned that John McLaughlin died of a heart attack just a couple of days after asking the court for the extension. I will probably be blamed for John McLaughlin’s unfortunate death, but it is crazy Garland Corse, his “Executive Administrative Assistant and Legal Liaison,” who put him in the stressful position in which he found himself during those last days of his life, not I. The term elder abuse comes to mind, McLaughlin’s claim ends with his death, but the Alliance’s well-grounded counterclaim is still valid against the decedent’s estate. We hope we can settle that matter amicably and quickly. John’s estate is now liable for his unwise decision to sue the National Alliance.

As for the likely certifiable Garland Corse, there are still two matters before the court in West Virginia: her appeal of the court’s order that she either return property she stole from me or in the alternative pay me $2,200; and my appeal of the misdemeanor conviction for an alleged assault on her in September 2015. John McLaughlin somehow was allowed to be a witness to that alleged assault even though he was three states away in Illinois at the time. He cannot be a perjured witness for her again at my appeal, nor will her former boyfriend who also lied for her as a “witness” to the alleged assault. Those two, working with the NARRG losers, comprised her phony “National Alliance board of directors” that she has kept insisting owned our organization. What will the insufferable, meddling manic do now?

I just discovered on 28 March that she had sent an “official” letter to the National Alliance corporation’s Registered Agent (RA) in Virginia at the end of January, “electronically signed” by John McLaughlin, on NA letterhead with his Illinois address, instructing our RA to remove me as their contact since I was “no longer with the National Alliance,” and replace me as contact with John McLaughlin, the “new Chairman.” I had paid our annual RA fee in January, not John McLaughlin, but I was removed from the RA Web due to this fraudulent filing, and our password to the site was changed. We have straightened out the illegal change by sending our RA a copy of McLaughlin’s death certificate and a copy of our 2017 Annual Report (AR) made to the Commonwealth of Virginia’s State Corporation Commission.

Corse committed another, more serious fraud a year ago when she overrode the Alliance’s 2016 AR by filing a bogus 2016 National Alliance AR with the VA State Corporation Commission, removing me and our legitimate board of directors, replacing us with McLaughlin and her boyfriend, Michael Oljaca. The Jew has a word for such amazingly brash insolence: chutzpah.

In my commentary in the January BULLETIN, I related how McLaughlin’s “Executive Administrative Assistant and Legal Liaison” called the mill that was purchasing some timber from us and told the mill owner that he was purchasing “stolen timber,” and that it really belonged to her boss, “National Alliance Chairman John McLaughlin.” We got that problem solved, but were delayed by Winter weather and by how
Who says the National Alliance can’t pay its legal expenses? The renewable timber that Dr. Pierce left to the National Alliance to manage responsibly is like money in the bank, to be withdrawn and spent on the necessities of our struggle when needed.

long it took the WV Department of Forestry to process our permit to sell some of our trees. Pictured here is the load being topped off that we delivered to the same mill on 28 March. No one except a certain possibly insane woman believes John McLaughlin is or ever was “Chairman, Owner/Trustee” of the National Alliance.

The Wicked Witch of West Virginia and I will meet again in Circuit Court on 1 June for my appeal of the assault conviction from Magistrate’s court and for her appeal of the same lower Court’s order to return items stolen from me. I can hardly wait. Before it is all over I expect this woman will be charged criminally for her outrageous abuses of the judicial process in West Virginia’s 11th Judicial District, not to mention her similar gaming of Virginia’s courts.

I can’t thank our members and other supporters in good standing enough for your loyalty through the trying, seemingly endless attacks on our organization as we have struggled to rebuild the National Alliance as Dr. Pierce would have us do; as we adapt to new conditions and keep moving forward. We are embattled — but unbowed and unbroken. I turn 70 in a month (8 May) and will have been National Alliance Chairman for three years at the end of October. That’s the date on which I and Lana Williams want to have found my replacement, or at least the time when I have stepped back and allowed an expanded board of directors to start managing things more while we find a suitable replacement that meets with our approval. This man may be in our ranks now, or he may not, but the active search for him is on. I see myself after October as remaining a board member, but primarily spending my time spearheading the project to build a world class William Luther Pierce Memorial Research Library. That will be a full time job in itself to do it right. For now, as legal expenses still mount, we must solicit donations to our National Alliance Legal Defense Fund, but it is my plan to replace that as soon as we can with the Library Building Fund.

W. W. W.